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After Katie gets caught teasing a schoolmate, she's told to meet with Mrs. Petrowski, the school

counselor, so she can make right her wrong and learn to be a better friend. Bothered at first, it

doesn't take long before Katie realizes that bullying has hurt not only the people around her, but her,

too. Told from the unusual point of view of the bullier rather than the bullied, Confessions of a

Former Bully provides kids with real life tools they can use to identify and stop relational aggression.
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I can't begin to tell you how many times I've used different bullying curriculums over the years and

been disappointed. They were unrelateable, boring, and not very inspiring to kids. As an elementary

school counselor, this is unacceptable. Especially, because there are kids at my school who are

finding themselves victims of bullying or they are the bullies themselves and need help. I only want

the best of the best on my bookshelf when it comes to tackling serious issues like bullying. Author

Trudy Ludwig writes the best of the best and every single one of her books are on my

shelf.Confessions of a Former Bully is Trudy's latest book and it is SO relateable, engaging, and will

inspire kids. And guess what....it's a follow up to My Secret Bully!! There's a lot of reasons I love this

new book but the main one has to do with my students. They are Trudy Ludwig super fans like



myself. Every school year we've read her stories over and over. I've witnessed the positive impact

and difference they've made in childrens' lives. So when I read it for the first time I was thrilled for

the kids in my school because they will BENEFIT immensely.It is written for the upper elementary

grades (3rd grade and up). This was a jump for joy moment for me. I am familiar with every single

children's book about bullying on the market. There is a gaping hole in the upper elementary grades

for good bullying literature. But Confessions just majorly filled it. Not only is it written for this age

group but the illustrations and layout are cool and engaging for this population of kids. So put your

dull bullying curriculums back on the shelf.This is the story of what happened to Katie from My

Secret Bully and also a tool kit on how to deal with bullying and how to turn bully behavior around.
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